
EVENT TITLE: Noir as an Agent for Social Change: A Look at Transgressive 

Genre Fiction 

 

Event Description: Should people dare to dream with the forces of the world 

allied against them? Though “noir” has morphed into a buzzword for any darkly 

themed thriller, its traditional elements are more specific: an outsider perspective; 

economic insecurity; systemic injustice; distrust of the status quo; existential 

despair. Five fiction writers and critics discuss the roots of noir and how writers 

today, both genre and literary, can build on and transform this tradition to explore 

similar themes today. 

 

Event Category: Fiction Craft & Criticism 

 

Event Organizer & Moderator 

 

Art Taylor is the author most recently of The Boy Detective & The Summer of '74 

and Other Tales of Suspense. His fiction has won the Edgar Award, four Agatha 

Awards, an Anthony Award, four Macavity Awards, and four Derringer Awards. 

He is an Associate Professor at George Mason University.  

 

Event Participants 

 

Steph Cha is the author of four novels, including most recently Your House Will 

Pay. She has served as the noir editor for the Los Angeles Review of Books and 

she is now the series editor for the annual Best American Mystery and Suspense 

anthology.  

 

Jay A Gertzman is studying the contemporary version of the mid-twentieth century 

pulp crime "newsstand" paperback. In 12018 he published a study of the work of 

David Goodis, a leading 20th century pulp crime writer. It was a finalist for the 

2019 Anthony Award for best critical or non-fiction work.  

 

Elizabeth Hand is the author of 16 multiple-award winning novels and 5 

collections of short fiction and essays. She is a longtime reviewer for numerous 

publications, including the Washington Post, LA Times, and Boston Review, and 

is on faculty at the Stonecoast MFA Program.  

 

Richie Narvaez received the 2021 BRIO Award, a $5,000 grant for artistic 

excellence. His latest book is the anthology Noiryorican, which was nominated for 



an Anthony Award. He teaches crime fiction writing at the Fashion Institute of 

Technology in Manhattan.  

 

Moderator’s Questions & Panelists Responses* — Plus Suggested Readings 

 

• This word “noir” has become fairly common, used about a wide variety of 

novels, stories, and films—co-opted in some ways by marketers promoting 

many types of crime fiction—but what does the term actually mean? Critic 

Richard Gray defines it simply as “detectiveless crime novels.” Andrew 

Pepper focusses on thematic elements: “the corrosive effects of money, the 

meaninglessness and absurdity of existence, anxieties about masculinity and 

the bureaucratization of American life, a fascination with the grotesque, and 

a flirtation with, and rejection of, Freudian psychoanalysis.” Novelist Kelli 

Stanley has a great description—poetic even—focusing on some of the 

trappings of noir and the character at its core: “Black streets soaked with 

rain, drops running red into the gutter…forgotten man of a forgotten people, 

invisible, no-account, small, always wanting, always yearning, holy with 

belief, faith, the faith of a mustard seed, broken, torn, and lost.” How would 

each of you define noir and what distinguishes it from other, perhaps similar, 

genres?  

 

o Jay Gertzman: A narrative in which the sinister atmosphere prevails 

throughout. It does not go away, unlike a cozy puzzle mystery, b/c 

betrayal and paranoia are facts of life in an impersonal community 

operating in the nation-state. Exceptions are many mass-market films 

and some pulp novels, on orders of the producer or publisher. 

Examples are Thompson’s The Nothing Man (dealing with castration; 

comforting ending ordered by Dell) and Goodis’ Of Tender Sin 

(incest; tacked-on ending provided by author). 

 

o Richie Narvaez: As you say, the word has been co-opted by marketers 

to describe everything from cozies to true crime to cologne. This is no 

wonder since the word “noir” bursts with connotation, evoking mood 

and theme immediately. It is perfect marketing shorthand for 

something dangerous, sexy, and exotic (in part because the word itself 

is not English). But as a literary term, it’s so flexible it threatens to 

become hollow and meaningless in its overuse.  

 
* Note: Because of the panel’s conversational format, the questions here were not 

presented verbatim and in this order, and not all panelists submitted written notes.  



 

How can we give the word its due weight and meaning? Frankly, 

many of the ideas we associate with “noir,” such as the ones you 

used—"the corrosive effects of money, the meaninglessness and 

absurdity of existence,” “black streets soaked with rain”—can be 

found in speculative fiction, horror, literary works, and just about 

every crime fiction category. So that seems like the wrong dark street 

to go down.  

 

The genre it’s most often conflated with is “hard boiled.” Hard boiled 

fiction involves sex and violence, sordid settings, and a cynical 

worldview. Many of the most famous crime fiction movies of the 

1930s–1950s, featuring hard-hitting men and tough-talking women, 

were hard boiled. Because so many hard-boiled stories became 

popular using film noir, the two types get confused. 

 

A more precise meaning of noir might come from focusing on the 

protagonist and the idea of “criminal narratives.” Consider the 

protagonist of Jim Thompson’s The Killer Inside Me, who is a 

depraved and sadistic sociopath—Lou Ford breaks the social contract, 

the veneer that holds civilization together. In the end, he is punished 

(shot and killed by police) for his transgression. 

 

Consider James M. Cain’s The Postman Always Rings Twice, Frank 

and Cora reject the social status quo as well: not only are they illicit 

lovers, breaking her marriage vow, they also scheme to murder her 

husband in order to rise above their stations in life. But because of 

their own greed and lack of trust, they are doomed. She dies in a car 

accident and he is wrongfully convicted of murdering her. 

 

A clearer definition of noir begins to emerge once you change the 

focus from the plot or setting to the protagonist. 

 

The protagonist wants something they do not have (often something 

they cannot possess because of their social station) 

 

In order to get that something, they must transgress societal 

standards/rules/laws 

 

In the end, they fail—because of their own flaw (or sin), hubris, greed, 



lust, ie., because of their transgressions—and in their failure, society 

(momentarily) regains its normalcy. 

 

It may be interesting here to visit the way Walter Mosley frames the 

idea of crime: “a crime occurs when my actions, according to my 

sense of right and wrong, disagrees with your [sense of right and 

wrong]. That’s my child. That’s my money. Because I earned it. 

Because I can take it. Because I need it more than you do. Because it 

pleases me to see my power over you.” With that we can the noir 

protagonist is not necessarily a hardcore criminal or psychopath: they 

can also be someone who just wants something they’ve not been 

allowed to have and are willing to rebel against societal constraints to 

get it. In this sense, noir can be looked at as one of the most 

conservative of crime fiction genres, one that states implicitly, you are 

doomed if you step out line and want more than you have in life. This 

is very much like a moral fable or fairy tale. We can see these 

historically going back before Oedipus all the way to criminal books 

of the 20th century as well as George Simenon’s roman durs.  

 

• Many people may conflate film noir with noir—where do you find 

similarities or important distinctions between the two? 

 

o Richie Narvaez: The term “film noir” comes from French critics who 

were looking at movies that were using elements of German 

Expressionism to comment on darker aspects of society. They also 

developed the term “roman noir.” Originally used to describe gothic 

novels, the term itself now best fits literary noir:  

 

The "noir" novel roots crimes in the social circumstances in which 

they are committed. It is no longer the individual alone who is 

criminal, it is the world of suffering, misery, violence and corruption 

in which we live that produces criminal individuals, this world that 

law and justice cover, without organize it. The restoration of order, if 

it takes place, is never anything but the precarious restoration, 

identified as such, of an appearance of order and peace. (Manotti) 

 

Think of it this way. The 1941 movie The Maltese Falcon is 

inarguably film noir, with its deep shadows, chiaroscuro lighting, and 

cynical worldview. The story follows the book, by Dashiell Hammett, 

closely. That book, however, is not roman noir—it’s hard boiled. This 



because the protagonist is a static character, the archetype of the 

loner/hero who must adhere to right/wrong. He arguably grows by the 

end, but lives to fight another day, take another case, and continue a 

cycle of living that affirms his worldview. But if we rewrote the story 

and changed the protagonist from Sam Spade to Brigid 

O’Shaughnessy, we get a whole different story, the story of a young 

woman who dreamed of more, who fell in with a group of bad 

characters (Thursby, Cairo, Gutman), and to protect her dreams, she 

lies to Spade and kills his partner. In the end, when the man she may 

or may not love finally betrays here, she is led away in handcuffs to a 

dark future. That would be roman noir.  

 

o Jay Gertzman: Crime films (the term “film noir” was not used in 

America during the classic period of crime writing and film) produced 

for general audiences in the 1950s often do have comforting endings. 

Mass market paperbacks, distributed by firms that needed copy and 

served a more limited and indiscriminate readership than movies, can 

most often avoid the false comfort at the close. The characters’ 

disillusion, sado-masochism, betrayals, paranoia, and self-destructive 

impulses are similar in films and  novels.  

 

After the “art film” for a more sophisticated audience came into being, 

differences between those, and the “trade” as opposed to “mass 

market” books, depended on the visions of the artists (I guess).  

 

• I want to zero in a bit on another term, one that we used in our description of 

this panel: transgressive—and overlap between noir and transgression. 

Richie and I were talking earlier, and he suggested this on “transgressive”: 

"fiction in which orthodox cultural, moral, and artistic boundaries are 

challenged by the representation of unconventional behavior and the use of 

experimental form.” And Richie pointed me toward Michael Silverblatt in 

the L.A. Times, who called transgressive fiction “a literary genre that 

graphically explores such topics as incest and other aberrant sexual 

practices, mutilation, the sprouting of sexual organs in various places on the 

human body, urban violence and violence against women, drug use, and 

highly dysfunctional family relationships, and that is based on the premises 

that knowledge is to be found at the edge of experience and that the body is 

the site for gaining knowledge.” My question: What’s the overlap, if you see 

one, between noir fiction or transgressive fiction? Or where do you see noir 



as being transgressive on its own terms?  

 

o Jay Gertzman: Pulp crime writers and film makers both used action-

adventure formulae to address post-war fears regarding urban decay, 

housing, racketeering, attacks on unions, inflation, competition for 

jobs, juvenile delinquency, and Cold War. Woody Haut’s insight into 

moral authorities’ “fear of a mass readership” when pulp writing 

caught the eye of the working class is invaluable. Nevertheless, I am 

going to take this position:  all one comes away with, at least in 

Woolrich, Goodis, Chandler, Cain, Willeford, Ross MacDonald, 

McCoy, is  stoic resolution, reached at the end of harrowing 

adventures due to compulsive behavior patterns and the entrenched 

power of indifferent fate. Note the “doomed romanticism” in several 

of these writers, particularly Goodis.  

 

As Robert Warshow observed, “The function of mass culture [is] to 

improve public morale.” Mass maket lit is a “public act and must 

enhance “the public good.” The narrative of a protagonist who cannot 

control events, and is therefore destroyed by impassive fate, does calm 

a reader’s ambitious desires. Thus the pulp crime  story in some deep 

sense reconciles the reader to his/her own place (“I’m glad I’m not the 

man/woman in that story”). 

 

o Richie Narvaez: Noir has always been about characters who 

transgress the traditional social contract. And often these characters 

are from outsider communities: drug addicts, sex workers, convicts, 

the mentally ill. 

 

That outsider status has increasingly included people from 

marginalized communities. Particularly in the last twenty years, 

multiculturalism and the relation to alterity/otherness are a growing 

presence in crime fiction.  

 

With both of these, noir is further trangressive from mainstream 

society in that it makes readers sympathize with characters that would 

not normally associate with. 

 

• Potential follow-up: Is there something transgressive about trying to get the 

reader to identify with… I don’t want to say “the bad guys” but certainly 

sometimes less sympathetic protagonists, anti-heroes, even some unlikable 



folks? 

 

o Jay Gertzman: Yes, but a powerful attraction of the crime narrative is 

the ambiguous response that keeps people reading” “I wish I was 

him/her” and later in the story, “I’m glad I’m not him/her.” Certainly 

when discussing crime bosses in Philadelphia in the post-war years, 

both William McGivern and Davis Goodis do generate sympathy. 

Partly, this is due to the criminals success making them more anxious 

and lonely. And partly it is b/c these criminals are not distant corpsuits 

who can hide behind their front men, in that they have been born in 

the area they now control. 

 

• One thing we’re balancing here is what we might think of as traditional or 

historical noir—James M. Cain, for example, as the granddaddy of some of 

this, but also Cornell Woolrich and Jim Thompson and I’ll mention William 

Lindsay Gresham too with the new adaptation of Nightmare Alley out—

those writers on the one hand and more recent practitioners of noir on the 

other. What were the themes and characteristics of some of those earlier noir 

novelists, and where do some of today’s practitioners of noir build on those 

traditions or depart from them? Let’s start with Jay, since David Goodis is 

one of the iconic noir writers and associated closely with Philadelphia, site 

of this year’s conference.  

 

o Jay Gertzman: Orson Welles once described American crime drama 

as “failure stories” of personal fateful choices. Striving to overcome 

the obstacles of their financial, familial, or amatory frustrations left 

protagonists stymied by “twisted sorrow”: a fate beyond their control. 

Protagonists in failure, i.e. noir, stories harbor insecurity and 

loneliness that they must resolve, or die trying. The courage and hard-

won self-awareness of the iconoclastic protagonist can result in lonely 

defenselessness. 

 

Cornell Woolrich’s assertion is shared by many 20th century mystery 

writers: “Each man dies as he was meant to die, alone, all alone. 

Without any god, without any hope, without any record to show for 

his life. . . . The burial-alive of the mind, covering it over with fresh 

earth every time it tries to  struggle through to the light. In this kind of 

death you never finish dying.” 

 

“All of us that started the game with a crooked cue….That meant so 



good and did so bad.” (Thompson, The Killer Inside Me.).  

 

Of course, Nightmare Alley is the best example of what fate can do to 

bring the wheel full circle. The protagonist starts and ends by taking 

the most disparaged job possible. The novel features a tarot card, , at 

the start of each chapter. The penultimate chapter begins with the 

Black Knight of Death, or fate: “beside his horse kneel priests and 

children and kings.” Then comes The Hanged Man. But Stan Carlyle 

was “not born to hang.” No, he must persevere as a circus geek, to 

bite the heads off chickens.  

 

This is like Goodis’ Whitey drinking at the steps of the flophouse, or 

Al Darby with Geraldine’s initials carved in his chest, or Hart not 

caring where he is going, or the final novel’s hero,Calvin  Jander of 

Somebody’s Done For, having to go back to Germantown and the 

mother and sister who despise him, a faint replica of Kafka’s 

Metamorphosis, where Gregor, the family breadwinner who has worn 

himself out bring home his salary, finds himself changed into a bug, 

and progressively denied any sympathy from his family. 

 

In David Goodis’ Street of No Return, the setting is the steps of a 

flophouse. Whitey, once a star crooner, has just seen his beloved for 

the last time. “They sat there passing the bottle around, and there was 

nothing that could bother them, nothing at all.”  

 

The 5 stories from which I extracted these quotes are subversive of 

democratic core values (trust of authorities, faith in the future, fair 

play as a great leveler, love overcoming despair). But crime publishers 

defending their product had their ways of diverting attention from 

ambiguous conclusions. The marketing, especially the illustrations 

and blurbs that get the reader under cover, play into social engineering 

as simplistic as it is politically viable. 

 

Warshow’s essay on “The Gangster as Tragic Hero” explains that the 

successful gangster is afraid to be alone, because of the nature of the 

“act of [anti-social] aggression, leaving one alone, guilty, and 

defenseless amongst enemies: one is “punished for success.” Even the 

most sympathetic and open-eyed aggressors knew that blind Fate, 

ruler of the universe, would trip them up without half trying. 

 



Who departs from this mantra: the rural noir novelists. Writers such as   

Daniel Woodrell, Larry Brown, Steph Post, Bonnie Campbell, Denis 

Johnson, Chris Offutt, Rusty Barnes, Sheldon Compton, Carolyn 

Chute, Harry Crews, Tom Franklin. They go to the rural west instead 

of the urban east, east, unlike Gatesby, whose dream,  Fitzgerald says, 

“Must have seemed so close that he could hardly fail to grasp it. He 

did not know that it was already behind him, somewhere back in that 

vast obscurity beyond the city, where the dark fields of the republic 

rolled on under the night.” 

 

• Follow-up for more focus: What issues are today’s writers confronting that 

writers of the 30s, 40s, and 50s didn’t? I’m thinking here in part of the 

greater diversity of voices and perspectives today—marginalized writers 

perhaps.  

 

o Richie Narvaez: Not necessarily noir fiction, but certainly crime 

fiction in general has been wrestling with more social issues. Keep in 

mind, crime fiction has always closely associated with wrongs in 

society, so this is a natural fit. Poe’s Dupin was a critique of the newly 

minted police force, and Agatha Christie’s works poked fun at the 

idiosyncracies of the rich. The private eye is generally a working class 

outsider allowed briefly into his/her rich clients’ homes, often to clean 

up their mistakes. Almost all of Dashiell Hammett’s Continental Op 

stories were about political corruption. 

 

More recently, a greater diversity of voices and perspectives has 

broadened those kinds of confrontations. Chester Himes’s Detectives 

Coffin Ed and Grave Digger Jones interrogated police brutality, 

prejudice, poverty, and militancy. A variety of social issues—

economic disparity, gentrification, prejudice—can be found in recent 

books by Steph Cha, S.A. Cosby, and Attica Locke, and Richie 

Narvaez. The greater diversity of voices and perspectives today—

marginalized writers perhaps.  

 

o Jay Gertzman: The femme fatale/ good girl contrast no longer works. 

Nor does the mythical associations associated with “la belle dame 

sans merci.”  

 

The world view, of Ozark, Appalachian, “ridgerunner” responses to 

crime (esp. drug distribution), which has led to the new genre of 



“country”, “redneck,” or southern noir. (I am studying the 

revolutionary aspects of this kind of writing, which looks to the west 

rather than the urban coastal US). 

 

• Second potential follow-up: Honestly, in terms of subject matter, can today’s 

writers still shock readers in the same way? Are there still taboos?   

 

o Jay Gertzman: Children exposed to sex. Of course, child porn can be a 

subject, but only if it is identified with evil. So it may be that the 

biggest producer of child porn narratives is the FBI, trying to trap 

people into buying the stuff, then prosecuting them. It doesn’t matter 

that those people may never have touched a child in a sexual way. 

They will be surveilled and prosecuted, even exposed to RICO laws if 

they buy many magazines with images of children. Talk about noir:  

paranoia, fear, removing citizens from First Amendment protections, 

reducing humans to subhuman status, shaming and in some cases 

resulting in their suicide.  

 

o Richie Narvaez: Readers still seem more willing to be exposed to 

things previously considered taboo. Think of books like Hubert Selby 

Jr.’s Last Exit to Brooklyn or Denis Johnson’s Jesus’ Son or movies 

like The Brave One (2007). Incest might have seemed like one of the 

last big taboos, but after it became a major character point in Game of 

Thrones and treated almost romantically, it’s hard to say what would 

shock a mainstream audience. That said, there is an odd conservative 

streak in crime fiction audience (odd, given the subject matter), and a 

pair of incestuous lovers who flirt and solve crimes à la Nick and 

Nora Charles might not be received well by some crime fiction 

readers. 

 

• Washington Post critic Patrick Anderson argued, in the Triumph of the 

Thriller, that writers of crime fiction are attempting a brand of “social 

realism . . . that today's literary writers rarely attempt”—and crime fiction’s 

engagement with social issues has a long tradition. In some cases, genre 

fiction might seem pro status quo—some examples of the police procedural 

upholding a conventional law and order, some traditional detective fiction 

giving us a rosier view of how justice is served—but noir… In what ways do 

you think noir writers are simply trying to entertain—in a shocking and 

provocative way—and where might these writers be trying to examine or 



critique the world, show readers new perspectives, effect change?  

 

o Jay Gertzman: There is no distinction in popular culture between 

entertaining and what used to be called “educating”, or sweet and 

useful, as the Greek and Roman philosophers used to put it. Writers 

like Goodis, and I suppose Woolrich, Peter Rabe, Steve Fisher, Gil 

Brewer, Charles Williams, and Harry Whittington may have thought 

of themselves as primarily entertainers not “authors,” but we can see 

that they were making it as clear as possible that their readers were 

caught in a system that forced them to spend so much of their time 

working that they did not recognize, as both their antagonists and 

protagonists did, the “mind forged manacles” that controlled their 

loves and those of their loved ones. 

 

• Finally, any suggestions for folks watching our panel? What book or books, 

historical or recent, would you recommend to readers interested in noir, 

perhaps as an introduction to this genre?  

 

Noir Novels Suggested by Panelists 

 

• Frank Bill, Crimes in Southern Indiana 

• James M. Cain, The Postman Always Rings Twice and Double Indemnity 

• Noel Calef, Frantic 

• Eliot Chaze, Black Wings Has My Angel 

• S.A. Cosby, My Darkest Prayer 

• Pete Dexter, Brotherly Love 

• Tom Franklin, “Poachers” (novella) 

• David Goodis, Shoot the Piano Player and Of Tender Sin, among others 

• William Lindsay Gresham, Nightmare Alley 

• George V. Higgins, The Friends of Eddie Coyle  

• Patricia Highsmith, The Blunderer  

• Chester Himes, Cotton Comes to Harlem 

• Cara Hoffman, So Much Pretty and Be Safe I Love You 

• Dorothy B. Hughes, In A Lonely Place 

• Kem Nunn, Tijuana Straits  

• Dennis Lehane, Shutter Island  

• Horace McCoy, They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? and Kiss Tomorrow 

Goodbye 



• Ruth Rendell, The Fallen Curtain  

• Sam Ross, He Ran All The Way 

• Jim Thompson, The Killer Inside Me and The Nothing Man, among others 

• Lavie Tidhar, A Man Lies Dreaming 

• Edwin Torres, Carlito’s Way 

• Steve Weddle, Country Hardball 

• Daniel Woodrell, The Outlaw Album, among others 

• Cornell Woolrich, The Bride Wore Black and Waltz into Darkness 

• Helen Zahavi, Dirty Weekend  
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